Bmw x5 self leveling suspension fuse location
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compressor pump relay, a pneumatic suspension pump compressor relay. Some relays are
located in the mounting block, under the hood horn relay, glow plug relay, fuel pump relay,
headlight washer relay, etc. Depending on the configuration, there may be fuses. How to check
the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses.
Table of Contents. Fuse box in the glove compartment. Your exact fuse allocation scheme is
located under this fusebox. Relay block under the glove compartment. Fuse box in the luggage
compartment. Fuses and relay in the engine compartment. Learn more: How to check the
fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Kos
answered 7 years ago. Check for a blown fuse in your rear compartment. Dont drive to much
you will damage more things. I have checked all fuses, they are all ok. Less than half the price
of BMW ones. Dennismckinney74 answered 3 years ago. James answered 3 years ago. Is there
a reset switch somewhere? Owners manual says to take it to the shop - surely there is a reset
somewhere. GuruMVDF answered 3 years ago. Guru94SJL answered 3 years ago. Sbarnes
answered 2 years ago. I don't remember which site, but if you search "Air Springs" for the year,
make, and model of your car you'll find them. The self-leveling indicator light went out right
after. You can also relieve yourself of the problem by doing an "Air Spring Conversion". Search
for them. The conversion also comes with a "Warning Light Module" that will remove the
"Inactive Indicator warning". Mike answered 2 years ago. You can search online for air springs.
A great solution is to convert your suspension. Suncore Co. It comes with warning light cancel
device. Why is everyone asking same question repeatedly? How about some foookin answers
please. Robert C answered about a year ago. I do not believe there is a reset. Does your vehicle
have the ride height raising and lowering button on the dashboard? Is this functioning? Does it
actually raise the right height and lower the right height when you press the buttons? If your
ride height is no longer adjustable from the dashboard. If I were to guess I would say your air
ride suspension module is fried. You can try junkyards or eBay for used ones but they are
usually not that reliable. Easy fix! They give great warranties! Sbarnes answered about a year
ago. There is no reset. More than likely it's a module issue. One day BMW will realize that the air
springs in the X5 are totally not necessary. Dozens of SUVs even larger especially U. Rule of
thumb: If you dont have a leak, than its a module issue. Bought a Range Rover. Only to find they
have similar issues, but your able to control it with the dial on the console. Roy answered about
a year ago. King answered about a year ago. Useless I own a e U need to connect it to a
diagnostic n delete the error. Restart ur car n it will rise. SA R for the job Machine for most
bmws cost R Lou answered about a year ago. Alec answered about a year ago. Just wanted to
make sure, if you could Lou. A part on pulling fuses, you wrote 2 times. In wot order, before or
after resetting TS? Frank answered about a year ago. I've got the "selflevel susp inactive"
warning on the dash, though my X5 4. I'll check the fuses. The software will tell exactly what is
wrong with the car, but I strongly recommend you to watch some videos on Youtube to learn
how the program works. As I said Information is key! I scanned my vehicle, did the adjustment
correctly and the message disappeared. Moments after driving like seconds after the message
reappeared. When I looked at the rear suspension, my air spring left was lower than usual.
Guru9Y6BH9 answered about a week ago. To all.. I tried every fuse, air compressor in back. My
front passenger tire and rear driver side tires were a little low. Runs FINE now, warning light off.
Who knew! The manual does not point it out either. Any ideas? When your BMW X5 vehicle
won't start, the battery is probably dead. You can jump-start the vehicle with jumper cables or
you can just replace the battery. If you want to change the battery you won't f My back
windsheild wiper blade does not sit tight against the window and does not clean where I need to
see thru. This is a recurring problem. Maybe going thru car wash? It was fixed a few months
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soldering technique to build up the contact point, the same technique I used on the other brake
light a few years ago, and which seems to have fixed the issue. I didn't think much of it at the
time until my wife pointed out that the back of the car was very high in the air. Got the manual
out and read about the self leveling suspension, but no suggestions about what to do when it is
set high. I don't have a button to manually adjust the suspension, I assume this is an option, so
there doesn't appear to be anything I can do to fix this thing! I took it for a short run in the hope
it would sort itself out. INACT message is no longer displaying, so I assume the car isn't aware
of an issue, however, nothing I do will cause the car to "self level" and it is incredibly bouncing
to drive - uncomfortably so. According to the manual "The suspension levels are adjusted
manually by pressing the button well we don't have one of these , or automatically at certain
speeds". I got upto 40 mph, but nothing changed and I dare not go any faster due to the car
bouncing around. This couldn't have happened at a worse time as we were planning to visit my
son in Newcastle tomorrow; a 3 hour round trip and the following weekend we have a wedding
in Milton Keynes; a 5 hour round trip. Does anyone have any idea what might have caused this?
Is it likely to be an electrical or mechanical issue? I ask, because today I used a snow foam
lance and a power washer to clean the car - the first time I have done this. There was a LOT of
water being sprayed around! Is it possible that the electrics for the self leveling suspension
have been affected? While you were working on your rear lights with the ignition on the battery
voltage has dropped and triggered the warning, once the battery is fully charged the warning
will clear. Check how old your battery is and its condition if its 5 or older you could have a
failing battery. Changed mine last year it was the original 11 years old!! The warning only
appeared briefly while I was testing the lights - it hasn't displayed since. I've been out in the car
for a short run, in the hope it would "self level", but no luck. The warning hasn't displayed since,
so as far as the car is concerned it doesn't seem to think there is a problem. I've checked the
two fuses related to the self leveling system and they are fine. I've just disconnected the battery
and reconnected in the hope this would force a reset, but nothing, even after another short run.
There doesn't seem to be anything I can do even jumping up and down in the boot!!!! I read on a
couple of other forums, that a raised suspension like this just "sorts itself out". Also one guy
said after driving 20 miles it "self leveled". I'm not sure I would want to drive that distance with
the rear so pumped up - it feels like it's about to take off every time I hit a bump. I believe there
are sensors that can be replaced, but also read that when these fail, the suspension drops, not
raises, so I'm not convinced this is the issue. If you look on Also in the boot is the suspension
control unit again check and make sure its clean dry and connector seated correctly. You can
remove the fuses then release the air manually then tighten the connectors and replace the
fuses to see if that cklears the problem. Jet washes and modern car electrics don't mix very well
so take care when cleaning particularly in the boot where the X5 has a lot of unprotected
electrics. The first 7 miles were pretty uncomfortable with the car bouncing around like a
bouncy thing! INACT message flashed up on the dashboad. I pulled over, turned off the engine
and checked how the suspension looked. It still looked high at the rear. Turned the engine back
on and continued. At this point, the warning didn't re-appear and it was feeling pretty smooth
again. Joined the motorway for the route home and about half way got the warning message
again, but by now it felt like the suspension was back to normal. Took the next exit, pulled over
and restarted. No warning message. Returned home on the bumpiest back roads I could find
about 4 miles. No warning message and everything felt okay. Checked the levels when I got
home and they are good again. So, it looks like the self leveling system has reset itself, but I'm
not sure if the warning message will return. Not sure I should risk this!!! As a result of this
issue, I noticed the X5 front tyres were badly worn on the inside edge, so had them replaced
yesterday. He warned me that it was so badly split, there wasn't much lubricant left and that a
mile journey would probably result in a damaged axle! Funny how things work out. My
mechanic told me he replaces a lot of these on X5's. I guess this is another poor design feature

of the X5, just like the rear brake lights, the panoramic sunroof, the park distance control, the
wing mirrors, the electric windows etc. At least the engine seems to be sound, although I'm
waiting for the Turbo to break any time soon! Like you my wife and I have owned a large number
cars over the years and it has surprised me how a "Premium" car maker like BMW
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can produce such a fragile car. I took it up with senior BMW manager who responded "well you
have to expect wear and tear it is a 2 ton car" well so are many others that I have owned and
none have needed the constant fettling X's seem to require. Still the performance in the 4. You
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